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Introduction
NeXtract is a report extraction tool that allows the definition of fields in a text report and
extraction of those fields into a spread sheet or database.

Features:









Output to Excel, Lotus, dBase, FoxPro, Access, HTML, CSV, Tab delimited text, and XML
Built in E-Mail support. Send an extract as an E-Mail attachment from within NeXtract
Filtering and Multi-Field Sorting
Set page breaks based on criteria, # of lines, or FormFeeds
Calculated Fields
Column arrangement and formatting of data within NeXtract
Append data to databases for data accumulation
Supports field types of: String(text),Integer, Long Integer, Currency, Date/Time,
Floating Point Decimal, Memo

Features for Customers with LaserVault Universal Server:




Login and select reports via a TCP/IP connection
Built in Data Mining for extractions across Reports, Dates, and Archives
Save and retrieve templates from the server

For more information on LaserVault, visit www.laservault.com.
Contents
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Navigation Menu
On the left side of the application is a navigation menu that helps to operate NeXtract and
have quick access to the features available. Also note that the menu is retractable at any
time. It can be hidden and restored by simply clicking on the arrows directly to the right of
the navigation menu.

Main Menu

This menu will allow logging in and out of the LaserVault Reports server, as well as open a
report or template. A new template can also be started or the template currently being edited
can be saved and access to the NeXtract options is allowed from this menu.
Report View

Once a report has been opened, this menu will allow various actions to be performed on this
report, from defining and editing fields to checking and extracting information from the report.
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Navigation Menu (cont)
Data Preview

This menu allows the display of a preview of the information to be extracted.
Print Preview

This menu allows the display of a preview of the information in a table format, which can be
printed. It also allows access to the print settings for this print job and submitting the print
job.
Report Mining

This menu simply displays the Report Mining screen, which allows extraction of information
from a range of reports while connected to a LaserVault Reports server.
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Navigation Menu (cont)
Template Settings

This menu allows the settings to be edited for the extraction template that is currently open.
Contents
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Getting Started
NeXtract Options

This screen allows the editing of a few settings that dictate how NeXtract will behave.


LaserVault Server/Port
This specifies the connection information to connect to a LaserVault Reports server. Connecting to an LVR
server is not required to use NeXtract; alternatively information can be extracted from reports located on
the local computer and save templates to as a local file.



Login At Startup



Store Templates on Host



Default Extraction Type



Temporary File Path

Enabling this option will display the login prompt when the program starts.
This option specifies whether the saved templates will be stored on the LaserVault Reports server or to
the local computer.
This option simply specifies which file type will be selected by default when information is extracted from
a report.
This option will be automatically filled in to a value of <installation path>\Temp; however, if NeXtract is
being used in a multi-user environment (Citrix, Terminal Services, etc…), then it may be necessary to
change this option so each user has their own temporary file path.
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Getting Started (cont)
Logging into a LaserVault Reports Server

If the LaserVault Reports server connection information is specified in the NeXtract options,
Login can be selected from the navigation menu to bring up the login prompt.
Opening a Report

If NeXtract is currently logged into a LaserVault Reports server, the above dialogue will be
visible; which allows selection of the report to work with.
If NeXtract is not logged into an LVR server, a standard File Open dialogue will appear; which
allows navigation to the file to be opened on the local computer.
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Getting Started (cont)
Opening a Template

If NeXtract is currently logged into a LaserVault Reports server and have a report open, the
above dialogue will be visible; which allows selection of the template to work with. Notice that
the templates which have an “R” on their icon indicate that read-only access is granted to that
template.
If NeXtract is not logged into an LVR server, or have the “Store Templates on Host” option deselected, a standard File Open dialogue will appear; which allows navigation to the template
file to open on the local computer.
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Getting Started (cont)
Defining Fields
To add a field to the template, simply highlight a value to be extracted and click on the
“Define Field” option. The following menu will come up, which allows the details about the
new field to be defined.

NeXtract will attempt to sense the correct data type, based on the content of the field that
was highlighted. Remember that the Start and Length of the field may need to be adjusted to
account for the longest possible value that will appear in the new field.
NeXtract offers the ability to select which line(s) to begin looking for the field, and also the
criteria to use when deciding to gather the field on that particular line. Alternatively, it is
possible to select criteria from a field previously defined in this template, if it meets the needs
for this field.
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Getting Started (cont)
Saving a Template

If NeXtract is currently logged into a LaserVault Reports server, the above dialogue will be
visible; which allows the naming of the template and a short description. The option is also
available to make the template for public editing; this will allow all users to edit the template.
Leaving this option unchecked will allow other users to use the template, but it will be marked
with an “R” on their icon to indicate that they have read-only access to that template.
If NeXtract is not logged into an LVR server, or has the “Store Templates on Host” option
deselected, a standard File Save dialogue will appear; which allows saving of the file to the
local computer.
Contents
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Report View

The report view shows the selected report in a textual view. From this view, fields can be
defined, data verified, and extractions saved into many data formats.
Notice that the fields are highlighted as they are defined to allow for visual verification that the
field is in the correct location and that the correct lines are being extracted. The highlighted
fields are color coded by data type for further visual verification.
Verifying the extracted data will examine the data to ensure that the correct data type is being
used. It will also check for fields that appear to have been cut off by the start position and
field length definitions.
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Report View (cont)
Define Fields

This screen allows the settings for an individual field to be modified.
The “Write Record” option tells NeXtract that this field should designate the end of a data line.
This option allows for a single data record to stretch over multiple lines and still be recognized
as one line of data.
The “Fill blank fields” option tells NeXtract that, if a blank value is encountered for this field,
the previous data line’s value for this field should be used. This option allows a value to carry
over into multiple records, even when that value is not present on every record. For instance,
if a category value is printed at the beginning of a category’s data lines, that category value
can carry into each data line until the next category value is encountered.
NeXtract allows for more intelligent field recognition than just line and column on the report.
By defining literal value matches for a field, it is possible to isolate even the most complicated
of positions.
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Report View (cont)
To add a literal criteria match to a field definition, click on the “Add new literal match” button
to show the following interface.

Enter a value and column number where the value will appear on the same line as the defined
field in order to positively identify that the defined field will appear. Alternatively, click the HiLite button to highlight the literal criteria value on the report and have the value and column
filled in automatically.
Enable the “Use Wild Cards” option to tell NeXtract that one of the specified wildcard
characters will be used in the literal value.
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Report View (cont)
Calculated Fields

NeXtract includes the ability to define new fields that do not exist in the report from which the
data is being extracted. To define a calculated field, click on the Define Field menu option
without selecting any text on the report. The above dialogue will be shown that will allow the
properties to be set for the new calculated field. To perform calculations on another field that
is already defined, simply drag the field and the required Operators/Functions into the Field
Expression entry area. This new field will not show up in the report view, but will be
calculated when a Data Preview or Extract function is performed.
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Report View (cont)
Edit Fields

Clicking on the Edit Fields option in the navigation menu will display the above list of defined
fields. From this screen, the fields can be modified or removed.
Verify

Verifying the extracted data will examine the data to ensure that the correct data type is being
used. It will also check for fields that appear to have been cut off by the start position and
field length definitions.
If a potential issue is recognized, a prompt similar to the above message will be displayed and
allow the opportunity to make any adjustments, if required.
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Report View (cont)
Extract

Selecting the Extract option from the navigation menu will display the following file dialogue
that will allow the extraction to be saved in a variety of file formats. Select the appropriate file
format, enter the desired file name and location, and click Save to perform the extraction.
Contents
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Data Preview

Loading the Data Preview will extract a certain number of report pages and display the results
in a grid view for quick verification of the extraction format. The number of report pages that
are previewed is set in the template options, found in the navigation menu.
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Data Preview (cont)
Data Options
Right-clicking on the preview grid or clicking the options button will display the below menu,
allowing further customization of the data extraction.

Define Sort
Clicking the Define Sort button will show the following dialogue, allowing for the data sorting
options to be customized.
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Data Preview (cont)
Define/Select Filter

In order to define a filter, drag the desired fields and operators into the Current Filter box to
form a filter statement. Type any literal values into the statement. IE: Current_Bal > 500
Column Layout

The Column Layout dialogue allows the columns to be hidden, reordered, and more precisely
formatted.
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Data Preview (cont)
Email Extract
The Email Extract option will show a dialogue that allows the data to be extracted and emailed
as an attachment.

After selecting the data file format and filename, an email message will be opened in the
default mail client installed on the computer. This allows for the mail client’s address book to
be used to select recipients and any extra notes to be entered into the message.
Contents
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Print Preview

The Print Preview screen allows the data to be printed. Take note that the printout will print
the entire extraction and could potentially be quite lengthy, depending on the size of the
report being extracted.
Contents
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Report Mining

Report Mining is a term used to describe gathering data from multiple instances of a report, over a
period of time. In order to use Report Mining, NeXtract must be logged into a LaserVault Reports
Server to retrieve the reports.
After adding a report or selecting a previously defined report to mine, there are a few mining options to
be set. Selecting a template will use that template against the selected report. By pressing the Select
button next to the Apply Filter box, a filter can be used from the selected template. Next, specify the
output filename and location, as well as the desired output file format.
Toward the bottom of the dialogue is a list of Available Archives; drag the desired archives over to the
Selected Archives and NeXtract will search the selected archives for occurrences of the selected report.
Also notice that when an available archive is selected, the Dates list is filled with the dates that contain
the selected report in that archive. Drag these dates, or type them in, to the Date fields above to filter
which instances of the selected report to mine.
The Transaction Date option will add another field to the extraction with either the date the report was
retrieved from (*ARCDATE) or the date that the mining is performed (*PROCESSDATE).
Contents
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Command Line Options
It is possible to call NeXtract with certain command line options that enable the program to
load a report and/or template upon startup and even automatically complete the extraction
and exit the program.
The available command line options are as follows:
/RPT=”[path to a report file]”
/TMP=”[path to a template file]”
/DB=”[path to desired output data file]”
/TYPE=”[NeXtract data file type]”
Possible data file types:
ACCESS97
ACCESS2000
EXCEL30
EXCEL40
EXCEL50
EXCEL80
DBASE3
DBASE4
DBASE5
HTML
TEXTCSV
TEXTTAB
XML

If a report filename is specified, the report will be opened.
If a template filename is specified, the template will be opened.
If a database output filename is specified, the extraction will occur and NeXtract will close
when finished.
Contents
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LaserVault Contact Information

Electronic Storage Corporation
9810 E 42nd Street
Suite #102
Tulsa, OK 74146

 Sales

For information on our products please visit http://www.laservault.com/
Email our sales staff at mailto:sales@laservault.com.



Support
For Technical Support please visit http://www.laservault.com/support.htm
Email our support staff at mailto:support@laservault.com

Main Phone:
Technical Support:
Fax Number:
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(800)444-6283
(877)825-2244
(918)663-8022

